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Sweeter Rhythm LLC ships Harmony 1.0 - Dynamic Lyric Presentation
Published on 06/24/09
Sweeter Rhythm LLC today is delighted to announce the release of Harmony 1.0, dynamic
lyric presentation for worship leaders and churches. Harmony makes worship presentation
effortless. It automatically scales to your projector's size and aspect ratio and takes
the hassle out of set-up. Harmony delivers SongSelect importing, and nursery call for
children that need to be picked up during the service.
Centennial, CO - Sweeter Rhythm LLC is delighted to announce the release of Harmony 1.0,
dynamic lyric presentation for worship leaders and churches. Harmony makes worship
presentation effortless. It automatically scales to your projector's size and aspect ratio
and takes the hassle out of set-up. Harmony delivers SongSelect importing, and nursery
call for children that need to be picked up during the service.
It's innovations include: live search of your songs; a preview window for those occasions
when you don't have a projector around; and motion lyrics with LyricDance. While
supporting traditional video loop motion backgrounds, Harmony goes one step further by
offering continuously animated backgrounds (Quartz Compositions) for a truly unique look
to your presentation.
Other features include:
* Playing movies and displaying still images
* Displaying verses from the Holy Bible (KJV included, more translations are in the works)
* A great song editor that makes it easy to add, remove and change your songs
System Requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.5 and higher
* Quartz Extreme capable-graphics card supporting 2 monitors
* SongSelect importing requires a subscription from CCLI and Internet connection
Pricing and Availability:
Pricing is $199 (USD) for a site license. A free 30-day trial is available.
Sweeter Rhythm:
http://sweeterrhythm.com
Harmony 1.0:
http://sweeterrhythm.com/Harmony.html
Download Harmony:
http://sweeterrhythm.com/_downloads/Harmony-1.0.zip
App Icon:
http://sweeterrhythm.com/Sweeter_Rhythm_files/harmony.png

Sweeter Rhythm is an independent software vendor based in Centennial, CO and focused on
delivering great Mac applications.
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